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PROFESSIONAL CONSULTING SERVICES  
to help your company prevent injuries, 
enhance compliance, and save money, 
time, and headaches.

Consulting

Training & Workshops

Program Development

Site Assessments/Surveys,  
Audits & Support

Greg’s expertise was instrumental to our launch of the most 

efficient North American engine manufacturing facility 

of its type. He joined our team during the early planning 

phase, identified a plan for every facet of health, safety and 

environmental operations, gained the support of both in-

house and partner firm colleagues, and from construction 

through volume production, successfully established our 

industry-leading programs.

Mark Dunning
Former Senior Manager, 

 HR - Global Engine Manufacturing Alliance LLC  
(Now FCA Dundee Engine Plant)

EXECUTIVE PROFILE  
Strategic, forward thinking transformational leader with more than 20 years of solid, 
top-producing results in operations within manufacturing, construction, mining and 
other industries. Track record of impacting organizational performance with respect to 
workforce safety and environmental health. Proven ability to build and lead high-per-
forming and complex organizations in a multi-cultural environment and to work with 
networks of technical professionals. Known for creating opportunities for direct and 
indirect reports to optimize performance and meet business challenges.  Impeccable 
ethics and integrity.

EXPERTISE AND KNOWLEDGE  
zz World-Class Manufacturing 
zz New Plant & Facility Start-Ups
zz High-Performance Leadership
zz International Operations
zz Work-Site Analysis/Planning
zz Leadership Development
zz Construction Safety  
zz Sustainable Processes
zz Strategic Planning & Goal Setting

zz Lean Manufacturing
zz Health/Safety Compliance
zz Talent Acquisition & Retention
zz Continuous Improvement
zz Risk Management Practices
zz Metal/Non-Metal Mining Safety
zz Sustainable Manufacturing
zz Vendor Contracting/Management
zz Budget/Cost Controls

Greg Zigulis
Certified Safety Professional,  
Certified Industrial Hygienist, MBA

LEADERSHIP INSIGHT  
A hands-on EHS leader who believes building 
sustainable business models in challenging 
economic climates requires:
zz Integration of sustainable design and engineering operations into the center of 

the organization’s mission and culture 
zz Implementation of EHS Management systems within the fabric of business 

processes
zz An EHS team that understands the business and how it can add value
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CONSULTING  
Health, Safety & 
Environmental Program 
Consulting

About Our Consulting 
Services
Helping organizations to achieve 
transformational health, safety and 
environmental (HSE) changes that can 
help provide competitive advantages; 
audits and organizational assessments, 
risk-based improvement plans, 
integration of HSE with other business 
processes. Retainer or special-project 
based Safety, industrial hygiene and 
environmental services. 

What We Offer

zz Transformational HSE program 
development and integration 
with other business processes

zz Organizational assessment, 
safety culture change

zz HSE Management System 
development and implementation 
(for example, ISO 14001)

zz Workers’ compensation 
trending and analysis 
and recommendations 
for cost minimization

zz Process modeling, analysis 
of total program costs, cost 
determination and reduction

zz Programs to help ensure 
organizational Compliance 
(auditing, assurance, 
reporting, review)

www.SixthSenseSafetySolutions.com

TRAINING & WORKSHOPS  

About Our Training Services
Helping organizations to recognize risk and develop prioritized solutions and action 
plans. Development and provision of cultural, technical and regulatory based safety 
training programs. Facilitation of employee-participative programs such as for behavior 
based safety, ergonomics assessment teams and safety committees. Assistance with the 
development and implementation of HSE related continuous improvement programs 
and workshops. 

What We Offer

zz Hazard recognition, the understanding and prioritization of risk, decision-making

zz Employee participative programs (e.g. safety committees, behavior based safety, 
ergonomics teams and assessments)

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT   
About Our Development 
Services
Health, Safety and Environmental 
Management System development 
and implementation assistance. 
ISO/OHSAS program development. 
Company-tailored plans and programs 
such as for confined space entry, 
hazard communication, machine 
guarding, ergonomics assessments and 
improvement, hearing conservation, 
respiratory protection, injury & illness 
prevention programs, and incident 
investigation and reporting programs. 

What We Offer

zz Tailored safety plans; 
specific programs such as for 
confined space entry, hazard 
communication, machine guarding, 
ergonomics, hearing conservation, 
respiratory protection

zz Injury prevention and incident 
investigation programs that get to 
“real” causal factors and solutions

zz Best-practices for contractor safety; 
programs for contractor pre-
qualification and award
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SITE ASSESSMENTS/SURVEYS, 
AUDITS & SUPPORT  

What We Offer

zz Due diligence and new plant start-up assistance, equipment specifications and 
approval processes.

zz Facility audits

zz Air sampling for chemical exposure assessments with subsequent analysis and 
interpretation of laboratory results, assessments of physical stressors

zz Site safety and health support

Greg Zigulis is at the top of his profession, easily one of the 
best and brightest engineers I have known. Smart-as-can-be, 
honest, and a genuine pleasure to deal with, Greg Zigulis 
impressed me as the person I would turn to when faced 
with nearly insurmountable engineering challenges. He is 
in a class by himself in terms of environmental health and 
safety—a distinction I am very careful not to use lightly.

David Carey 
Brigadier General, U.S. Army (Ret)


